Extended Source Analysis Update

Online data from May 2004 to December 2005 added.
BinSize = 5.9 deg
Nfit>=20
X2>2.5

Through May 2004
Maximum = 5.50 sigma

Prob(with trials) goes from $1 \times 10^{-2}$ to $1 \times 10^{-4}$

Through December 2004
Maximum = 6.26 sigma
Accumulated events for Cygnus Region
Binsize = 2.9 deg
Nfit>=20
X2>2.5

Prob (with trials) goes from $0.7 \times 10^{-2}$ to $5.7 \times 10^{-2}$

5.86 sigma
Through May 2004

5.50 sigma
Through Dec 2004
Accumulated Events for 1ES0520+22
Accumulated Events for the Crab (Binsize=2.1 deg)
Bonn 1.42GHz Molecular Hydrogen Survey

CO Survey

EGRET E>100MeV

Milagro Signif
Galaxy viewable by Milagro

Blowup of Cygnus Region